
SCRAP Advisory Group 

Agenda 

April 14, 2021 

Old Business: 

1. Update on request to experiment with reindexing 700 $a $t (R. Fischer). (5 min.) 

2. Update on Virginia’s research to eliminate the need for the 945 field from her query (V. Seward). 

(10 min.) 

 

ACTION: Vote to recommend eliminating the requirement to use the 945 field. 

 

3. Catalog Wiki pages under review. (15-20 min.) 

MARC Variable field 945 – Removal/updating is contingent on vote to eliminate the 

requirement.  

Retrospective projects – Are there any projects that should be added to the list of clean up 

projects in the Learning Portal? 

Series title vs. main title – The following section is confusing: 

 
"Under RDA, LC catalogers are supposed to transcribe series properly (490 field) but not add access points 

for them (8XX field). In order to work around this, some LC catalogers pretend that the volume title is 

"dependent" (that is, cannot stand on its own as a title) and use 245 ‡a series title. ‡p volume title coding 

for series. Other LC catalogers, especially when the series title is in a larger font than the volume title, will 

treat the series title as the "main title" and the volume title as a "subtitle", and thus use 245 ‡a series 

title : ‡b volume title coding for the series. Change these records to use the proper series coding for the 

comprehensive title and the proper main title coding for the specific volume title when importing these 

records into the CCS database." 

 

Software, Computer game, and Videogames – CAMM voted to eliminate the requirement to use 

the 028 for publisher. How should this be updated to reflect the change? 

Uniform titles – Update or deletion contingent on research into local practice.  

New Business: 

4. Replacing “Illegal alien” related subject headings (R. Fischer) (20 min.) 

 

DISCUSSION: SCRAP will discuss the terms that can replace “Illegal alien” subject headings. 

ACTION: Vote to recommend the terms that will replace “Illegal alien” subject headings. 

 

5. Allowing Homosaurus as an acceptable thesaurus (R. Fischer) (15 min.) 

 

ACTION: Vote to recommend the use of Homosaurus.  

 

6. Request to allow subject headings from Biblioteca Nacional de España (R. Fischer, A. Galindo, 

PAK) (5-10 min.) 

 

http://www.ccslib.org/Catalogers/index.php/MARC_variable_field_945
http://www.ccslib.org/Catalogers/index.php/Retrospective_projects
http://www.ccslib.org/Catalogers/index.php/Series_title_vs._main_title
http://www.ccslib.org/Catalogers/index.php/Software,_computer_games,_and_videogames
http://www.ccslib.org/Catalogers/index.php/Uniform_titles
http://catalogo.bne.es/uhtbin/authoritybrowse.cgi


ACTION: Vote to recommend the usage of the Biblioteca Nacional de España subject headings. 

 

7. Discuss adding a page to the Wiki on 526 $a (Study Program Note Field). (R. Fischer) (10 min.) 

8. Update on record sets for awards (R. Fischer) (5 min.) 

9. Term limit change to 1 year with an option to renew for subsequent years. (R. Fischer) (5 min.) 

10. Change day of meeting for the next fiscal year. (R. Fischer) (5 min.) 

11. A preview of next year’s agenda topics (R. Fischer) (5 min.) 

 


